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AFTER THE INTRODUCTION of the CCD concept several
researchersproposed modelsforthetransfer
process in MOS
transistor structures’-5. Experimental verification of
those
models was however difficult, particularly whenshorttime
100 ns) were involved. The project to he described
intervals
involves a small signal
and uses the CCD as a toolto
obtain experimental data about the
single charge transfer process.
Experimental results will be compared with predictions based on
the charge control model’. The experiments were performed o n
a ?-hit 4-phase P-channel device with two level aluminum gates;
Figure 1. The device was designed for analysis purposes rather
than for optimumCCD operation.
Figure 2 shows the applied clock wave forms. They are chosen
such that the charge transfers F1 +F2 and F3 +F4 are complete.
Furthermoretheconditions
provide intentionallyfor a large
transfer inefficiency of the transfers F2 +F3 and F4 +Fl, when
the background charge packetexceeds
the capacityof
the
potential well below F 3 during the overlap of F2 and F3. During
the time interval t l to t4, F2 declines and the remaining charge
below F2 is transferred. With the help of Figure 2 it will be clear
that at t3 the unidirectional slope of the potential below F2 is
disturbed and from then o n also backward transfer towards F1
will occur. It is assumed that the remaining charge Q(teff)below
F2 at time t3, completely distributes in equal parts between F1
and F3; thus 4i Q(teff) will remain below F 1 and contribures to
the charge transfer inefficiency.
It was assumed that this amount of charge was easy to vary
by controlling teff,which is in turn a function of the falltime of
F2 and the background charge packet Q . For the charge control

(<

model, an expression for the remaining charge % t e f f ) had been
derived’: equation ( 1 ) in Figure 3. As the boundary conditions
requireazero charge concentration at the sink boundary, the
transfer was allowed t o start at t2; thetime for which the bottom
of the potential well below F2 equals the filled level below F3.
Furthermore it was assumed that the charge transfer during teff
is caused by self-induced drift anddiffusion.Theinfluenceof
surface states on thetransfer inefficiency is neglected.
The expression for the small signal transferinefficiency
parameter E is shown as equation (2) in Figure 3. The data
computed from equation (2) are plotted in Figures 4 and 6.
The experiments consisted of the input - output phase shift
measurements of the completeCCD, using a small sinusoidal input
signal (Veff = 50 mV, f = 1 0 kHz) superimposed o n a constant
background dc signal. Clock frequency was 250 kHz.
As derived earlierb, the charge transfer inefficiency causes an
extra phaseshift. For atwo-transfer-per-cellarrangement their
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CCD chip*.
FIGURE 1-View of 7-bit,4-phase,P-channel
Epilayer concentration ND = 2.10’ ~ r n - ~oxide
;
thickness
dl = 0.20 pm, d2 = 0.31 p m ; gatelength L1 = 19 pm,
La = 23 p m ; gatewidth W = 400 p m ; threshold voltage
VT, = 2.0 V, and V T =~-3.3 V.

treatment requiresamodification,
leading tothe
expression for the phase shift $1 per cell:
$1 = arctg ( ( i - $ ) s i n a
+ E )cosW--2€

following

)

(3)

where w denotes 2n times the ratio of the signal frequency and
clock frequency.
Experimental data are plotted in Figures 5 and 6.
Theproposed experimental analysis offers afastand
easy
instrument measurement method for the analysis of the charge
transfer process. Advantage is taken of the sensitive small signal
method. Both the background charge packet and the effective
transfer time are independent variables, while unlike the
experiments with variable clock frequencies, other circumstances
areunchanged. Figure 6 shows that a more accurate model is
required.
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FIGURE 4-Computedtransferinefficiency
E and corresponding phaseshift 4 of the CCD with the falltime tf of F 2 as
a parameter.
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FIGURE 5-Measured phaseshift between input and output
of the CCD and corresponding transfer inefficiency E, with
the falltime tf of F 2 as a parameter.
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FIGURE 2-Four-phase clocking schemeand surface potential
distribution for onecell of CCD at four characteristictimes.
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FIGURE 3-The small-signal charge-transfer inefficiency E,
derived from the charge control model.
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FIGURE 6-Experimental and theoretical values of E, as a
function of teff, with the background charge packet Q as a
parameter.

